In this paper, we beginning by reviewing a certain number of mathematical challenges posed by the modelling of collective dynamics and selforganization. Then, we focus on two specific problems, first, the derivation of fluid equations from particle dynamics of collective motion and second, the study of phase transitions and the stability of the associated equilibria.
Overview
Fascinating examples of collective motion can be observed in nature, such as insect swarms [4, 43] , bird flocks [46] , fish schools [1, 25, 26, 28, 34, 35] , or in social phenomena, such as the spontaneous formation of lanes in pedestrian crowds [49] . Similarly, at the microscopic scale, collective bacterial migration is frequently observed [15] and collective cell migration occurs during organism development [53] or healing [52] . Such systems of many autonomous agents locally interacting with each other are able to generate large-scale structures of sizes considerably exceeding the perception range of the agents. These largescale structures are not directly encoded in the interaction rules between the individuals, which are usually fairly simple. They spontaneously emerge when a large number of individuals collectively interact [57] . This is referred to as "emergence".
Emergence is a sort of bifurcation, or phase transition. In physics, phase transitions are dramatic changes of the system state consecutive to very small changes of some parameters, such as the temperature. In self-organized systems, the role of temperature is played by the noise level associated to the random component of the motion of the agents. For instance, in road traffic, the presence of drivers with erratic behavior can induce the formation of stop-and-go waves leading to a transition from fluid to congested traffic. Here, an increase of temperature (the random behavior of some agents) leads to a sudden blockage of the system. This is an example of the so-called "freezing-by-heating" phenomenon [40] also observed in pedestrian crowds and a signature of the paradoxical and unconventional behavior of self-organized systems.
Another parameter which may induce phase transitions is the density of individuals. An increase of this density is very often associated with an increase of the order of the system [56] . For instance, the spontaneous lane formation in pedestrian crowds only appears when the density is high enough. This increase of order with the density is another paradoxical phenomenon in marked contrast with what is observed in more classical physical systems where an increase of density is generally associated with an increase of temperature, i.e. of disorder (this can be observed when pumping air into a bicycle tire: after using it, the pump core has heated up).
The passage between two different phases is called a critical state. In physical systems, critical states appear only for well-chosen ranges of parameters. For instance, at ambient pressure, liquid water passes to the gaseous state at the temperature of 100
• C. In self-organized systems, by contrast, critical states are extremely robust: they appear almost systematically, whatever the initial conditions of the system. In dynamical systems terms, the critical state is an attractor. The presence of critical states which are attractors of the dynamics is called "Self-Organized Criticality" [2] and its study is important in physics.
We shall focus on models of collective dynamics and self-organization that provide a prediction from an initial state of the system. These are stated as Cauchy problems for appropriate systems of differential equations. The modelling of self-organization meets important scientific and societal challenges. There are environmental and societal stakes: for instance, better understanding the behavior of a gregarious species can lead to improved conservation policies ; modelling human crowds improves the security, efficiency and profitability of public areas ; understanding collective cell migration opens new paradigms in cancer treatment or regenerative medicine. There are also technological stakes: roboticists use social interaction mechanisms to geer fleets of robots or drones ; architects study social insect nests to look for new sustainable architecture ideas.
Large systems of interacting agents (aka particles) are modelled at different levels of detail. The most detailed models are particle models (aka individualbased or agent-based models). They describe the position and state of any single agent (particle) of the system as it evolves in time through its interactions with the other agents and the environment. This leads to large coupled systems of ordinary or stochastic differential equations (see an example in [56] ). When the number of particles is large, these systems are computationally intensive as their cost increases polynomially with the number of particles. Additionally their output is not directly exploitable as we are only interested in statistical averages (e.g. the pressure in a gas) and requires some post-processing which can generate errors.
For this reason, continuum models are often preferred [55] . They consist of partial differential equations for averaged quantities such as the mean density or mean velocity of the agents. However, in the literature, a rigorous and systematic link between particle and continuum models is rarely found. Yet, establishing such a link is important. Indeed, often, the microscopic behavior of the agents is not well-known and is the actual target. On the other hand, largescale structures are more easily accessible to experiments and can be used to calibrate continuum models. But to uncover the underlying individual behavior requires the establishment of a rigorous correspondence between the two types of models. Our goal is precisely to provide methodologies to establish this correspondence.
To derive continuum models from particle models rigorously requires a coarsegraining methodology. There are two steps of coarsening. The first step consists of deriving a "kinetic model", which provides the time evolution of the probability distribution of the agents in position and state spaces. The equation for this kinetic distribution can be derived from the particle model, however not in closed form unless one assumes a strong hypothesis named "propagation of chaos" which means statistical independence between the particles. This hypothesis is generally wrong but admittedly, becomes asymptotically valid as the particle number tends to infinity. To prove such a result is a very difficult task and until recently [32, 47] , the only available result one was due to Lanford for the Boltzmann model [44] . Kinetic models are differential or integro-differential equations posed on a large dimensional space such as the Boltzmann or FokkerPlanck equations.
The second step of coarsening consists of reducing the description of the system to a few macroscopic averages (or moments) such as the density or the mean velocity as functions of position and time. The resulting fluid models are systems of nonlinear partial differential equations such as the Euler or NavierStokes equations. Fluid models are derived by averaging out the state variable of kinetic models (such as the particle velocity) to only keep track of the spatiotemporal dependence. Here again, a closure assumption is needed, by which one postulates a known shape of the distribution function as functions of its fluid moments. It can be justified in the hydrodynamic regime when the kinetic phenomena precisely bring the distribution function close to the postulated one. Providing a rigorous framework to these approaches is the core subject of "kinetic theory", whose birthdate is the statement of his 6th problem by Hilbert in his 1900 ICM address. Since then, kinetic theory has undergone impressive developments, with Field's medals awarded to P. L. Lions and C. Villani for works in this theory.
It is therefore appealing to apply kinetic theory methods to collective dynamics and self-organization. However, this has proved more delicate than anticipated and fascinating new mathematical questions have emerged from these difficulties. A first difficulty is that kinetic models may lose validity as propagation of chaos may simply be not true. Indeed, self-organization supposes the build-up of correlations between the particles. It is not clear that these correlations disappear with the number of particles tending to infinity. We have indeed proved (with E. Carlen and B. Wennberg [9] ) in a simple collective dynamics model that propagation of chaos may break down at large temporal scales. Are there new models that can replace the defective kinetic equations when propagation of chaos breaks down ? Some phenomenological answers have been proposed but to the best of our knowledge, no mathematical theory is available yet.
A second difficulty arises at the passage between kinetic and fluid models. In classical physics, a fundamental concept is that of conservation law (such as mass, momentum or energy conservations). These conservation laws are satisfied at particle level and so, are transferred to the macroscopic scale and serve as corner stone in the derivation of fluid equations. By contrast, biological or social systems are open systems which exchange momentum and energy with the outside world and have no reason to satisfy such conservation laws. This is a major difficulties as acknowledged in Vicsek's review [57] . In a series of works initiated in [24] , we have overcome this problem and shown that some weaker conservation laws which we named "generalized collision invariants (GCI)" prevail. They enabled us to derive fluid models showing new and intringuing properties. Their mathematical study is still mostly open. We will provide more details in Section 2.
The third difficulty is linked to the ubiquity of phase transitions in selforganized systems. This puts a strong constraint on fluid models which must be able to correctly describe the various phases and their interfaces. Complex phenomena like hysteresis [12] , which results from the presence of multiple stable equilibria and involves the time-history of the system, must also be correctly rendered. However, different phases are described by types of fluid models. For instance, in symmetry-breaking phase transitions, the disordered phase is described by a parabolic equation while the ordered phase is described by a hyperbolic equation [16, 17] . At the critical state, these two phases co-exist and should be related by transmission conditions through phase boundaries. These transmission conditions are still unknown. More about phase transitions can be found in Section 3 and references [3, 31] . Convergence to swarming states for the Cucker-Smale model [14] has been extensively studied in the mathematical literature [10, 37, 38, 48, 54] , as well as for related models [11] .
We have used symmetry-breaking phase transitions in a surprising context: to design automatized fertility tests for ovine sperm samples [13] . Other types of phase transition play important roles. One of them is the packing transition which occurs when finite size particles reach densities at which they are in contact with each other. This transition occurs for instance in cancer tumors [45] , crowds [20, 21] , road traffic [5] , herds [27] or tissue self-organization [51] . Another example is the transition from a continuum to a network, and is at play for instance in the emergence of ant-trail networks [7, 39] . For such systems, many challenges remain such as the derivation of macroscopic models.
In the forthcoming sections, we will focus on two specific aspects: the derivation of fluid models in spite of the lack of conservations relations (Section 2) and the investigation of phase transitions (Section 3).
Derivation of fluid models 2.1 The Vicsek model
We start with the description of particle models of collective behavior. As an example, we introduce the Vicsek model [56] (see related models in [6, 23, 36] ). It considers systems of self-propelled particles moving with constant speed (here supposed equal to 1 for notational simplicity) and interacting with their neighbors through local alignment. Such a model describes the dynamics of bird flocks and fish schools [57] . It is written in the form of the following stochastic differential system:
Here, X i (t) ∈ R d is the position of the i-th particle (with i ∈ {1, . . . , N }),
t are standard independent Brownian motions in R d describing idiosyncratic noise i.e. noise specific to each agent and √ 2 τ is a constant and uniform noise intensity. F i is the alignment force acting on the particles: it is proportional to the mean orientation
of the agents around agent i, with a constant and uniform multiplication factor ν encoding the alignment force intensity. U i (t) itself is obtained by normalizing the total momentum J i (t) of the agents belonging to a ball of radius R centered at the position X i (t) of agent i. The normalization of J i (t) (i.e. its division by |J i (t)| where | · | denotes the euclidean norm) makes only sense if J i (t) = 0, which we assume here. The projection P Vi(t) ⊥ onto {V i (t)} ⊥ is there to maintain V i (t) of unit norm and is a matrix given by
where Id is the identity matrix of R d and ⊗ denotes the tensor product. The Stochastic Differential Equation (2.2) is understood in the Stratonovich sense, hence the symbol •, so that the noise term provides a Brownian motion on the sphere S d−1 [41] . Eq. (2.2) models two antagonist effects acting on the particles: the alignment force (the first term) which has a focusing effect and the noise (the second term) which has a defocusing effect. The original model proposed in [56] is a time-discretized variant of this model.
Next, we present the kinetic model corresponding to this discrete model. It is written:
where f = f (x, v, t) is the particle distribution function and is a function of the position x ∈ R d , velocity v ∈ S d−1 and time t > 0, ∇ v stands for the nabla operator on the sphere S d−1 and P v ⊥ is the projection operator on {v} ⊥ . f (x, v, t) represents the probability density of particles in the (x, v) space. The left-hand side of (2.4) describes motion of the particles in physical space with speed v, while the right-hand side models the contributions of the alignment force F f and of velocity diffusion (with diffusion coefficient τ ) induced by Brownian noise at the particle level. The construction of the force term follows the same principles as for the discrete model, with
The sum of the velocities over neighboring particles in the computation of the momentum (2.3) is replaced by integrals of the velocity weighted by f , with spatial integration domain being the ball centered at x and of radius R, and velocity integration domain being the whole sphere S d−1 (Eq. (2.6)). Analysis of this model can be found in [29, 33] . The passage from (2.1)-(2.3) to (2.4)-(2.5) is shown in [8] , in the variant where J i (t) is directly used in (2.2) instead of F i (t). In the case presented here, the control of J i (t) away from zero presents additional difficulties which haven't been solved yet.
The macroscopic equations describe a large spatio-temporal scale regime. This regime is modelled by a time and space rescaling in (2.4)-(2.5) involving a small parameter ε ≪ 1 describing the ratio between the micro and the macro scales, which leads to
The scale change brings a factor ε in front of the terms at the left-hand side of (2.7) describing the motion of the particles in position space. It also localizes the integral describing the momentum of particles which now only involves an integration with respect to the velocity w of the distribution at the same location x as the particle onto which the force applies (see Eq. (2.8)). This is due to the interaction radius R being of order ε in this regime. The expansion of J f in powers of ε leads to (2.8) up to terms of order ε 2 which are neglected here as not contributing to the final macroscopic model at the end. The macroscopic model is obtained as the limit ε → 0 of this perturbation problem.
Before stating the result, we introduce the "von Mises Fisher (VMF)" distribution of orientation u and concentration parameter κ where u is an arbitrary vector in S d−1 and κ ∈ [0, ∞). This distribution denoted by M κu is such that for all v ∈ S d−1 : 10) where u · v is the euclidean inner product of u and v and Z is a normalization constant only depending on κ. In [24] , we proved the following formal theorem
where κ = ν/τ and the pair (ρ, u) satisfies the following "self-organized hydrodynamic" (SOH) model:
14)
with the coefficients c 1 , c 2 depending on ν and τ and P u ⊥ being the projection onto {u} ⊥ .
The VMF distribution provides a way to extend the concept of Gaussian distribution to statistical distributions defined on the sphere. The orientation u describes the mean orientation of the particles while 1/κ measures the dispersion of the particles around this mean. When κ is close to zero, the VMF is close to a uniform distribution while when it is large, it is close to a Dirac delta at u. The theorem states that at large scales, the distribution function approaches a VMF distribution weighted by the local density ρ. However, both ρ and the orientation u of the VMF depend on position and space and they are determined by solving the SOH model.
The SOH model is akin to the compressible Euler equations of gas dynamics, but with some important differences. First, the mean orientation u is constrained to lie on the sphere as (2.14) shows. The presence of the projection P u ⊥ in (2.13) guarantees that it is the case as soon as the initial orientation u| t=0 belongs to the sphere. The presence of P u ⊥ makes the system belong to the class of non-conservative hyperbolic problems, which are notoriously difficult (we can show that the model is hyperbolic). Finally, the convection terms in the two equations are multiplied by different coefficients c 1 = c 2 , while they are the same in standard gas dynamics. This is a signature of a non-Galilean invariant dynamics. Indeed, as the particles are supposed to move with speed 1, there is a preferred frame in which this speed is measured. In any other Galilean frame this property will be lost. The mathematical properties of the SOH model are open, except for a local existence result in [22] . A rigorous proof of Theorem 2.1 has been given in [42] .
To understand how Theorem 2.1 can be proved, we write (2.7) as 16) with F f given by (2.8), (2.9). It is readily seen that Q(f ) can be written as
where u f is the mean orientation associated with f and is given by (2.8) and where for any
We note that for a given u ∈ S d−1 , the operator Q(·; u) is linear. However, this is not the linearization of Q around ρM κu as extra terms coming from the variation of u f with respect to f would appear.
By formally letting ε → 0 in (2.15), we get that f 0 is a solution of Q(f 0 ) = 0. It is an easy matter to show that this implies the existence of two functions ρ(x, t) and u(x, t) with values in [0, ∞) and S d−1 respectively such that (2.11) holds. Indeed, from (2.18) and Green's formula, we get
Therefore, if Q(f ; u) = 0, this implies that
Mκu(v) does not depend on v. The result follows easily.
To find the equations satisfied by ρ and u, it is necessary to remove the 1/ε singularity in (2.15), i.e. to project the equation on the slow manifold. In gas dynamics, this is done by using the conservations of mass, momentum and energy. Here, the model only enjoys conservation of mass, which is expressed by the fact that
Hence, integrating (2.15) with respect to v and using (2.20), we get that
Letting ε → 0, with (2.11), we get
where c 1 is the so called order-parameter and is given by
This leads to (2.12). We need another equation to find u. In gas dynamics, this is done by using momentum conservation, which in this context would be expressed by Q(f ) v dv = 0. However, this equation is not true and the lack of momentum conservation relates to the particles being self-propelled and therefore, able to extract or release momentum from the underlying medium. However, in [24] , I showed that weaker forms of conservations (named generalized collision invariants or GCI) hold and provide the missing equation.
More precisely, we define Definition 2.2 For a given orientation u ∈ S d−1 , we define a GCI associated with u as a function ψ(v) such that
By restricting the set of f to which we request the conservations to apply, we enlarge the set of candidate GCI ψ. In [24] (see also [30] ), we show that the following theorem:
The set C u of GCI associated to a given orientation u is a linear vector space of dimension d expressed as follows:
Here, defining θ by cos θ = u · v, h is given by
26)
with g being the unique solution of the elliptic problem
in the space
We recall that L 2 (0, π) is the Lebesgue space of square-integrable functions on (0, π) and H 1 0 (0, π) is the Sobolev space of functions which are in L 2 (0, π) and whose first order derivative is in L 2 (0, π) and which vanish at 0 and π.
The GCI have the remarkable property that
is a GCI ψ associated with u f . Thus, using (2.17), and the definition (2.24) of GCI, we get
, applying (2.29) with f = f ε to cancel the right-hand side of the resulting equation, letting ε → 0 and using (2.11), we get:
After some computations, this equation gives rise to (2.13), where the constant c 2 depends on a suitable moment of the function h. The GCI concept has provided a rigorous way to coarse-grain a large class of KM sharing similar structures [18, 23, 26] . As an example, we now consider the model of [18, 19] where self-propelled agents try to coordinate their full body attitude. This model is described in the next section.
A new model of full body attitude alignment
The microscopic model considers N agents with positions X i (t) ∈ R 3 and associated rotation matrices A i (t) ∈ SO(3) representing the rotation needed to map a fixed reference frame (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) to the local frame (A i (t) e 1 , A i (t) e 2 , A i (t) e 3 ) attached to the body of agent i at time t. As the particle are self-propelled, agent i moves in the direction A i (t) e 1 with unit speed. Agents try to coordinate their body attitude with those of their neighbors. Following these principles, the particle model is written:
Here, B i t are standard independent Brownian motions in the linear space of 3×3 matrices (in which SO(3) is isometrically imbedded) describing idiosyncratic noise and 2 √ τ is the noise intensity. F i is the force that aligns the body attitude of Agent i to the mean body attitude of the neighbors defined by Λ i (t) with a force intensity ν. Λ i (t) is obtained by normalizing the matrix G i (t) constructed as the sum of the rotation matrices of the neighbors in a ball of radius R centered at the position X i (t) of Agent i. The normalization is obtained by using the polar decomposition of matrices. We suppose that G i (t) is nonsingular. Then there exists a unique rotation matrix PD(G i (t)) and a unique symmetric matrix S i (t) such that G i (t) = PD(G i (t)) S i (t). The quantity P T A i (t) denotes the orthogonal projection onto the tangent space T Ai(t) to SO(3) at A i (t) to guarantee that the dynamics maintains A i (t) on SO(3). The Stochastic Differential Equation (2.32) is again understood in the Stratonovich sense, using the symbol • to highlight this fact. As a consequence, the noise term provides a Brownian motion on SO(3) as shown in [41] . Note however that the noise intensity is 2 √ τ instead of √ 2τ as before. This is because we endow SO(3) with the inner product A · B = 1 2 Tr(A T B), where Tr stands for the trace and the exponent T for the matrix transpose, which corresponds to the standard metric on 3 × 3 matrices divided by 2. With this convention, the noise 2 √ τ will exactly yields a diffusion coefficient equal to τ in the mean-field limit.
The mean-field model now provides the evolution of the distribution function f = f (x, A, t) which depends on the position x ∈ R d , rotation matrix A ∈ SO(3) and time t > 0. It is written [8] is likely to extend rather straightforwardly. In the case presented here, the control of G i (t) away from the set of singular matrices presents additional challenges. To the best of our knowledge, the mathematical theory of this model is nonexistent.
A similar rescaling as in the previous section leads to the following perturbation problem (dropping terms of order ε 2 ):
where we have denoted by g f the local modification of G f (involving only values of f at location x) and λ f its associated polar decomposition. This model can be written:
with F f given by (2.38), (2.39). The von Mises distribution is now defined by 42) where Λ · A is the matrix inner product of Λ and A defined above, κ = ν/τ and Z is a normalization constant only depending on κ. Then, Q(f ) can be written as
where λ f is given by (2.38) and
In the same way as before, as ε → 0,
Now, we define the GCI as follows:
Definition 2.4 For a body orientation given by the rotation matrix λ ∈ SO(3), we define a GCI associated with λ as a function ψ(A) such that
Up to now, the above body attitude alignment model could have been written in any dimension, i.e. for A ∈ SO(d) for any dimension d. The following characterization of the set of GCI now requires the dimension d to be equal to 3. A characterization like this in the case of a general dimension d is still an open problem.
Theorem 2.5
The set C λ of GCI associated to the body orientation given by the rotation matrix λ ∈ SO(3) is a linear vector space of dimension 4 expressed as follows:
47)
where A denotes the space of antisymmetric 3×3 matrices and where h: (0, π) → R is the unique solution of 48) in the space
Here, we have denoted by
where Z is the normalization constant involved in (2.42)
Using this expression of the GCI and the same methodology as in the previous section, in [18] , we have proved the following: Theorem 2.6 Suppose that the solution f ε of (2.37), (2.38) has a limit f 0 when ε → 0. Then, f 0 is given by (2.45) where κ = ν/τ and the pair (ρ, λ): (3) satisfies the following "selforganized hydrodynamics for body attitude coordination" (SOHB) model:
with the coefficients c 1 to c 4 depending on ν and τ . The quantities r x (λ) and δ x (λ) are given by:
where D x (λ) is the matrix defined, for any vector w ∈ R 3 , as follows:
Here and above, for a vector w ∈ R 3 , we denote by [w] × the antisymmetric matrix defined for any vector z ∈ R 3 by
54)
where × denote the cross product of two vectors.
We note that (2.53 ) makes sense as (w · ∇ x )λ belongs to the tangent space T λ of SO(3) at λ and T λ = {P λ | P ∈ A}. So, there exists u ∈ R 3 such that (w · ∇ x )λ = [u] × λ and since u depends linearly on w, there exists a matrix D x (λ) such that u = D x (λ)w. The notation D x (λ) recalls that the coefficients of this matrix are linear combinations of first order derivatives of λ. Using the exponential map, in the neighborhood of any point x 0 , we can write (omitting the time-dependence) λ(x) = exp [b(x)] × λ(x 0 ) where b is a smooth function from a neighborhood of x 0 into R 3 . It is shown in [18] that
and thus, δ x (λ) and r x (λ) can be interpreted as local "divergence" and "curl" of the matrix field λ. We note that (2.51) equally makes sense. Indeed, the expression on the first line is a derivative of the rotation field λ and should consequently belong to T λ(x,t) . But the second line has precisely the required structure as it is the product of an antisymmetric matrix with λ. Eq. (2.50) is the continuity equation for the density of agents moving at bulk velocity c 1 λe 1 so that λe 1 describes the fluid direction of motion. Eq. (2.51) gives the evolution of λ. The first line describes transport at velocity c 2 λe 1 and since c 2 = c 1 , the transport of λ occurs at a different speed from the transport of mass, as in the SOH model (2.12), (2.13). The second line describes how λ evolves during its transport. The first term (proportional to ∇ x ρ) is the action of the pressure gradient and has the effect of turning the direction of motion away from high density regions. The other two terms are specific to the body attitude alignment model and do not have their counterpart in the classical SOH model (2.12), (2.13). The expressions of the coefficients c 2 to c 4 involve moments of the function h intervening in the expression of the GCI. The mathematical theory of the SOHB model is entirely open. We note that the above theory can be recast in the unitary quaternion framework, as done in [19] .
3 Phase transitions
A Vicsek model exhibiting multiple equilibria
Now, we go back to the Vicsek model of Section 2.1. More precisely, we consider the kinetic model (2.7)-(2.9) in the spatially homogeneous case (i.e. we drop all dependences and derivatives with respect to position x) and with ε = 1. However, we are interested in the case where the coefficients τ and ν are functions of |j f |. More precisely, we consider the system
f (w, t) w dw. 
we find the free energy dissipation inequality
In [17] (see a special case in [16] ), we first give the proof of the following Theorem 3.1 Given an initial finite nonnegative measure f 0 in the Sobolev space H s (S d−1 ), there exists a unique weak solution f of (3.55) such that f (0) = f 0 . This solution is global in time. Moreover, f ∈ C 1 (R * + , C ∞ (S d−1 )), with f (v, t) > 0 for all positive t. Furethermore, we have the following instantaneous regularity and uniform boundedness estimates (for m ∈ N, the constant C being independent of f 0 ):
For these solutions, the density ρ(t)
The equilibria, i.e. the solutions of Q(f ) = 0 are given by ρ M κu where ρ is the initial density as defined in Theorem 3.1 and M κu is still the von Mises Fisher distribution (2.10) with arbitrary value of u ∈ S d−1 . However, now the value of κ is found by the resolution of a fixed-point equation (the consistency condition)
This equation can be recast by noting that |j ρMκu | = ρ c 1 (κ) where c 1 (κ) is the order parameter (2.23). Assuming that the function k:
is strictly increasing and surjective, we can define its inverse ι:
. This assumption may be seen as restrictive, but it is easy to remove it at the expense of more technicalities, which we want to avoid in this presentation. As by definition ι(k(|j|)) = |j|, applying the function ι to (3.61), we can recast it in
Note that for κ = 0, the von Mises distribution is the uniform distribution on the sphere. We will call the corresponding equilibrium, "isotropic equilibrium". Any von Mises distribution with κ > 0 will be called a "non-isotropic equilibrium". For a given κ > 0, the von Mises equilibria ρ M κu form a manifold diffeomorphically parametrized by u ∈ S d−1 . Both ι and c 1 are increasing functions of κ so the ratio ι(κ) c1(κ) has no defined monotonicity a priori. For a given ρ the number of solutions κ of (3.62) depends on the particular choice of the function k. However, we can state the following proposition:
63)
where ρ c > 0 may be equal to +∞. Then we have ρ c ρ * , and (i) If ρ < ρ * , the only solution to (3.62) is κ = 0 and the only equilibrium with total mass ρ is the uniform distribution f = ρ.
(ii) If ρ > ρ * , there exists at least one positive solution κ > 0 to (3.62) . It corresponds to a family {ρM κu , u ∈ S d−1 } of non-isotropic von Mises equilibria.
(iii) The number of families of nonisotropic equilibria changes as ρ crosses the threshold ρ c . Under regularity and non-degeneracy hypotheses, in a neighborhood of ρ c , this number is even when ρ < ρ c and odd when ρ > ρ c . Now, the key question is the stability of these equilibria. A first general result can be established thanks to the La Salle principle: Proposition 3.3 Let f 0 be a positive measure on the sphere S d−1 , with mass ρ, and f (t) the associated solution to (3.55) . If no open interval is included in the set {κ ∈ [0, ∞) | ρc(κ) = ι(κ)}, then there exists a solution κ ∞ to (3.62) such that:
In other words, under these conditions, the family of equilibria {ρM κ∞u | u ∈ S d−1 } is an ω-limit set of the trajectories of (3.55). Now, we study separately the stability of the isotropic and non-isotropic equilibria.
Stability of the isotropic equilibria
For the isotropic equilibria, we have the following two propositions: Proposition 3.4 Let f (t) be the solution to (3.55) associated with initial condition f 0 of mass ρ. If ρ > ρ c , and if j f0 = 0, then we cannot have κ ∞ = 0 in Proposition 3.3. Let f 0 be an initial condition with mass ρ, and f the corresponding solution to (3.55). There exists δ > 0 independent of f 0 such that if f 0 − ρ H s < δ, then for all t 0
Prop. 3.4 implies the instability of the uniform equilibria for ρ > ρ c (provided the initial current j f0 does not vanish) as the ω-limit set of the trajectories consists of non-isotropic equilibria. Prop. 3.5 shows the stability of the uniform equilibria for ρ < ρ c in any H s norm with exponential decay rate given by (3.66). We stress that these are fully nonlinear stability/instability results.
Stability of the non-isotropic equilibria
Let κ > 0 and ρ > 0 be such that κ is a solution to (3.62) . In addition to the hypotheses made so far on k, we assume that k is differentiable, with its derivative k ′ being itself Lipschitz. The following result shows that the stability or instability of the non-isotropic equilibria is determined by whether the function κ → ι(κ) c1(κ) is strictly increasing or decreasing. Proposition 3.6 Let κ > 0 and ρ = ι(κ) c1(κ) . We denote by F κ the value of F (ρM κu ) (independent of u ∈ S d−1 ).
(i) Suppose ( ι c1 ) ′ (κ) < 0. Then any equilibrium of the form ρM κu is unstable, in the following sense: in any neighborhood of ρM κu , there exists an initial condition f 0 such that F (f 0 ) < F κ . Consequently, in that case, we cannot have κ ∞ = κ in Proposition 3.3.
(ii) Suppose ( 2 , there exists δ > 0 and C such that for all f 0 with mass ρ and with f 0 H s K, if f 0 − ρM κu L 2 δ for some u ∈ S d−1 , then for all t 0, we have
Note that the marginal case ( The constant Λ κ is the best constant for the following weighted Poincar inequality (see the appendix of [16] ):
where we have writen g M for S g(v)M κu (v) dv.
Conclusion
In this short overview, we have surveyed some of the mathematical questions posed by collective dynamics and self-organization. We have particularly focused on two specific problems: the derivation of macroscopic models and the study of phase transitions. There are of course many other fascinating challenges posed by self-organized systems. These have shown to be an inexhaustible source of problems for mathematicians and a drive for the invention of new mathematical concepts.
